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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this document is to report on and describe the different coaching sessions organised
within ILUCIDARE. The coaching sessions are part of the “stretching-out” phase of the ILUCIDARE
concept and approach, and therefore aim to foster a first interaction and co-creation among the
consortium and local stakeholders to increase impact of and advance understanding on heritage-led
innovations and international relations. The main expected output of the coaching sessions is
consulting local experts to gradually co-develop and set-up the capacity building agendas and a
baseline record for the ILUCIDARE capacity building locations according to local needs.

1. Objectives and scope of the coaching sessions
The ILUCIDARE Coaching Sessions are a preparation for the ILUCIDARE Capacity Buildings, and aim
to (i) assess the local level of capacities, (ii) understand local needs and heritage assets, and (iii) what
components of heritage-led innovation and international relations are useful for the local context.
The coaching sessions are delivered by a team of “facilitators”, consisting of scientific (KUL) and
training partners: World Monuments Fund (WMF), Cultural Heritage without Borders Kosovo (CHwB),
Universidad de Cuenca (UC). The coaching sessions took place between June 2019 to January 2020,
during which WMF, CHwB, UC and KUL will perform a coaching tour in all training locations. The
findings and output of the coaching sessions will be the basis for the capacity buildings and feed into
the ILUCIDARE capacity building roadmaps (T5.4).

1.1 Geographic and thematic scope
Following is a chronological overview and short recap of the different coaching sessions which took
place in 12 locations in 9 countries in Europe, the Western Balkans, South America, Middle East, North
Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa.

Figure – Location of the ILUCIDARE Coaching Sessions
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Matobo Hills, Zimbabwe
Focus Provide custodians of rock art sites in Matobo Hills with up to date documentation and
recording techniques that can be used to compile comprehensive records for risk management.
The aim is to bring practical knowledge within the limited existing resources in management,
documentation and restoration techniques for Matobo Hills.
Focus of the training modules ILUCIDARE definition on heritage-led innovation and international
relations, heritage documentation and risk assessment (by Aziliz Vandesande, ILUCIDARE trainer),
documentation of rock art (by Roberto Ontañon, WMF expert). During the capacity building tailored
workshops will be provided to ensure more technical elaboration on Free and Open Source
Software (FOSS) for geographic information systems, topography, photogrammetry, decorrelation
stretch, colorimetric analysis, as well as active conservation (charcoal and chalk cleaning, dust
removing).
Selected profile of learning hub team Public authorities (national and local), NGO, local communities
and their Chiefs, custodians of the caves.
ILUCIDARE partners WMF, KUL

Prizren, Heritage space platform, Kosovo
Focus Creative industries in Kosovo are currently little or not supported by the education and
governmental system. There is a need for inspirational examples on how to use heritage as a
resource for cultural and creative industries. The focus of the capacity building is laying the
foundation of a creative hub in the city of Prizren job to enable future jobs among young people,
creation of new products, services and local development.
Focus of the training modules ILUCIDARE definition on heritage-led innovation and international
relations, cultural and creative industries and linking heritage resources. during capacity building
more operational guidance on CCI and economic development by KEA and IMEC.
Selected profile of learning hub team Public authorities (national and local), cultural institutions,
foundations, artists, cultural/creative professionals and associations, social entrepreneurs.
ILUCIDARE partners CHwB, KUL

Kosovo border region with Albania and Montenegro
Focus Kullas are unique fortified residential buildings which can be found on the border region
between Kosovo, Albania and Montenegro. The aim of the capacity building is to combine the needs
of Kullas with the ILUCIDARE findings, to generate new local strategies that incorporate local
traditions such as slow food and storytelling to kick-start on innovation and international
collaboration based on shared heritage resources between the three countries.
Long term-goals are shared strategies for adaptive re-use in of Kullas in three different countries,
towards a UNESCO enlisting of a group of stone houses of this specific typology of the Ottoman
period (serials nomination). Herewith the link with intangible heritage is crucial, in terms of local
governance models of the Ottoman period.
Focus of the training modules ILUCIDARE definition on heritage-led innovation and international
relations, linking resources, empowerment of local actors and adaptive re-use strategies (separate
presentation by ILUCIDARE trainer). During the capacity building tailored workshops will be
provided to ensure more technical elaboration on Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) for
geographic information systems, as well as World Heritage serial nominations, maintenance
requirements and thermal comfort.
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Selected profile of learning hub team Public authorities (national and local), private kulla owners,
architects and craftsman, social entrepreneurs.
ILUCIDARE partners CHwB, KUL

Duhok and Amedi, Iraqi Kurdistan
Focus Eco-system innovations, as well as linking traditional techniques and crafts to the larger
socio-economic context. Amedi is a hill historic town rich of heritage and natural beauty. The area
has a need and potential for development in time of political stability. Based on the ILUCIDARE
handbook and toolbox, the local actors (government, municipality, residents) can be driven towards
the understanding that protection of heritage is an important step for sustainable development.
An event with the local stakeholder and community to generate understanding and consensus
might be planned.
Focus of the training modules ILUCIDARE definition on heritage-led innovation and international
relations and linking heritage resources.
Selected profile of learning hub team Public authorities (national and local), university actors,
private house owners, architects and engineers, social entrepreneurs.
ILUCIDARE partners WMF, KUL

Tigray, Ethiopia
Focus Stone conservation and documentation of rock-hewn churches in the Tigray region of
Ethiopia. The capacity building will bring together heritage practitioners from within two regions
of Ethiopia where rock-hewn churches are most prevalent, Tigray and Amhara. Climate change,
poverty and economic liberalisation are driving rapid demographic and social changes in Ethiopia.
The social, cultural and economic fabric that maintains the diversity of cultural heritage is eroding
rapidly. The capacity building will raise awareness while giving practical hands on experience to
heritage professionals.
Focus of the training modules ILUCIDARE definition on heritage-led innovation and international
relations.
Selected actors of learning hub team Public authorities (national and local), university actors,
church custodians, local communities.
ILUCIDARE partners WMF, KUL

San Roque, Susudel and las Herrerías, Ecuador
Focus Applying the ILUCIDARE working definitions of heritage-led innovation to: (1) in San Roque:
strengthen the local market and create circular economy based on Ecuador’s gastronomic heritage
and flora, (2) in Susudel: a re-use strategy for a semi private-public hacienda together with the local
community and a self-sustained system for communitarian development (communal cooperation
entity), (3) in Las Herrerías: diversification of blacksmith craft into cultural and creative industries.
Focus of the training modules ILUCIDARE definition on heritage-led innovation and international
relations, linking heritage resources, cultural and creative industries and empowerment of local
actors.
Selected actors of learning hub team Public authorities (national and local), university actors,
private house owners, architects, social entrepreneurs, local communities.
ILUCIDARE partners UC, KUL

Cairo, Egypt
4
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Focus The Takiyyat Ibrahim al-Gulshani complex lies in various states of ruin, victim of financial
limitations, earthquakes, looting, and changing religious administrative structures. One of the
major issues, similar to other sites in Cairo, is the looting of valuable tiles. The first part of the
capacity building will focus on restauration criteria, as well as tile, plaster and wood restoration.
The second part will take a broader view to heritage restoration, considering the urban dimension
in the future management / adaptive re-use strategy of Takiyyat Ibrahim al-Gulshani.
Selected profile of learning hub team Public authorities (national and local), university actors,
private house owners, architects, social entrepreneurs.
ILUCIDARE partners WMF, KUL

1.2 Exceptions in the coaching sessions location and planning
Throughout the development of ILUCIDARE it became clear that not all coaching session actions
could be implemented as planned, below a list of exceptions:

Kuwait City, Kuwait (for trainees from the city of Ta’ez in Yemen)
Location The coaching session on assessment and documentation for the city of Ta’ez in Yemen
was planned to take place in Kuwait City. Due to the local geopolitical context, it was not possible
to host a coaching session on site. The coaching session took place on 02 july 2019 in Paris.

Santander, Spain
Coaching session planning The coaching session and capacity building on landscape and
depopulation in rural areas in Spain which will take place in Santander. For this capacity building,
the coaching sessions will take 2-3 days in 2020, followed by a one week capacity building during
the beginning of 2021.

2. Approach
The coaching sessions were delivered by a team of “facilitators”, consisting of capacity building
partners (WMF, CHwB, UC) and an ILUCIDARE trainer (KUL), as well as “peers”, the targeted
participants of the capacity building actions and local representatives of cities / regions with proven
expertise in the field. The sessions took place between July 2019 – January 2020, during which WMF,
CHwB, UC and KUL have performed a coaching tour in all training locations. The city / region where
the coaching session was organised was called the learning hub for clarity’s sake. However the
ILUCIDARE team aimed to identify a local team at an early stage and use this terminology as much as
possible to avoid using a patronising vocabulary.
The overall coaching sessions included the following actions:
–

The ILUCIDARE coaching team: (i) provided objective assessment and observations that foster
the local team’s self-awareness about its local context; (ii) listened closely to fully understand
the local team's circumstances and needs; (iii) supports the creation of alternative scenarios
based on heritage-led innovations and international relations.

–

The learning hub team: (i) co-created the coaching agenda based on meaningful coaching
goals for local development based on the ILUCIDARE vision on heritage-led innovation
international relations; (ii) used the coaching process to promote possibility thinking and
fresh perspectives; (iii) took action in alignment with local goals.

Each coaching session was based on the ILUCIDARE research results and participatory methods
based on the ILUCIDARE co-creation and capacity-building toolkit (D2.3), including: local workshops,
5
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site-visits, hands-on activities, sharing evaluations of ideas, problem-solving and planning activities.
During these participatory coaching sessions, specific attention was given to the cultural heritage in
danger in the local capacity building locations and how ILUCIDARE can make a useful contribution to
the local heritage assets. The ethical and security measures taken during these actions are tackled
in the document “Risk plan for geopolitical conflictual situations, measures to minimize the risks”
(D1.3).
Each coaching session followed the narrative outlined below, with specific adaptations and tailoring
for each coaching session, depending inter alia on the working processes of the city/region to be
coached and the coaching needs expressed:
–

Identification of local assets and resources: Presentation of the city/region by local team
(sometimes in conjunction with site visits), presentations by experts to outline their
understanding of the city/region, defining a set of keywords and concepts as well as key
questions relating to the objectives and strengths/weaknesses identified.

–

Elaborating the vision, objectives and tools based on the ILUCIDARE Training Modules (D3.7):
based on what the city/region is trying to achieve and how heritage-led innovation and
international relations can contribute, aggregation and compilation of the answers in a
strategic plan, with a view to co-develop the capacity buildings.

–

Testing the vision/deepening specific issues: specific sessions dedicated to ‘pain points’ or
issues requiring further work identified in the first two days.

–

Practical planning and logistics: jointly discuss the profile and number of participants of the
capacity buildings, define the location and scope of the capacity buildings, finalise a to-do list
between the end of the coaching session and start of the capacity building.

3. Structure of the coaching session reports
Each detailed report of the coaching sessions is structured as follows:


Location, dates, participants



Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources



Structured report on the ILUCIDARE coaching team and the learning hub team interactions



Findings for the capacity building



Planning towards capacity building



Expected output of capacity building



Risk identified for capacity building
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1. ILUCIDARE COACHING SESSION REPORT
WMF 2.1 Kuwait City, Kuwait (trainees from the city of Ta’ez in Yemen)
Practical details
Location

Paris, France

Date

July 2, 2019

List of
participants

Alessandra Peruzzetto, WMF
Pablo Longoria, WMF
Aziliz Vandesande, KU Leuven, ILUCIDARE trainer
Pierre Blanchard, Architect, WMF expert
Noha Sadek, historian, WMF expert

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
The Yemeni team from the Ta’izz office of the General Organization for Antiquities
by local hub and Museums (GOAM) could not assist to the coaching session for obvious
team
reasons of difficulties for obtaining Schengen visas and for traveling from
Yemen. The internet communication is not always performant in Yemen, so it was
also complicated to ask them to attend in remote.
WMF project manager and the conservation architect presented the WMF
ongoing projects in Ta’izz as well as other urgent priorities for the protection of
the cultural heritage of the Old City.

Figure: Right: Restoration of the Imam Palace (National Museum) facades – British Council
Cultural Protection Fund, left: Emergency stabilization of the Qubbat al-Husayniyah

Site visit

Because none of the international team is allowed to travel to Yemen due to the
security situation, the meeting was held in Paris at the Sorbonne at the presence
of the international team. No site visit was possible for the international team for
security reasons.

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Workshop

The workshop during the Coaching session aimed at defining the aim of the
Capacity building: Develop capacity in traditional documentation and damage
assessment for the Old City of Ta'izz built historic heritage (WMF 2018 Watch site).
The workshop aims to develop a methodology for archiving and conservation
planning that will help the GOAM staff in post-conflict reconstruction debates.
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Ta’izz was a battleground in the
civil war that has consumed
Yemen since early 2015. For two
years, the city has been under
siege from rebels seeking to wrest
control of it from the government.
In 2016, the Ta’izz National
Museum was shelled and its
collection of manuscripts was
destroyed, while a historic
sixteenth-century mosque was blown up by extremists. More historic buildings
have been damaged by shelling and street fighting between rebel militias and
resistance forces. WMF is concerned for the protection of the historic built fabric
of Tai’izz, and for the welfare of its citizens. With ILUCIDARE, it will support the
efforts to continue the process of preparing a conservation plan for the old city
that was interrupted by the war.
Meeting

A two-week Capacity Buildings was planned in Kuwait at the Centre Français
d’Archéologie et de Sciences Sociales (CEFAS) for September 2019.
The international team present in Paris at the coaching session would have
attended together with the 5 GOAM staff and the local coordinator.

Hands-on
activities

The GOAM staff would have held meetings with the local city authorities to
present the work, to obtain necessary documents and for advocacy reasons.

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

To have a basic inventory and plan for the protection of the Old City of Ta’izz.

Objectives

To prepare the GOAM staff to actively participate to the future discussion for the
reconstruction of Ta’izz and to have the necessary documents to address the
importance of the protection of the historic center of Ta’izz.

Participants

5 GOAM staff (Ta’izz office) at the workshop in Kuwait + 3 additional staff in
Yemen.

Planning the capacity building in 2020
List of actions During the month of July and August, the international teams collected:
before
 A selected bibliography;
PLAYGROUND
 The 2013 Yemeni law for the protection of historic towns;
 An inventory of historic heritage buildings in the Old City of Ta’izz.
In addition, they prepared:


The documentation form for the Old City of Ta’izz.

In August, the local team started to fill some assessment forms to have the
necessary information to deliver during the workshop. Local inhabitants of the
historic center were also involved to have access to the various quarters.
The experts also prepared the PowerPoints presentation for the workshop in
Kuwait. [Please note that these documents were produced based on previous
works/researches of the experts. They should not be used out of this ILICIDARE
context.]
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List of actions The local team would have continued the inventory and identification of
after
important assets in the Old City and would have started to define the major
PLAYGROUND guidelines for the protection of the historic centre.
The international team would have guided the process and help to finalize the
document.

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output

Conservation guidelines for the protection of the Old City of Ta’izz.

Intangible
output

Capacities gained, awareness raised.

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
List of actions Due to unrest at Aden, the airport was closed for one week. The Yemeni team was
before
not able to travel to Kuwait. The workshop was then postposed.
PLAYGROUND
Consequently, the ILICIDARE Steering Committee (19 November 2019) decided to
cancel this activity.

WMF - 2.2 Matobo Hills, Zimbabwe
Practical details
Location

Harare, Matobo Hills

Date

1-7 September 2019

List of
participants

Moira Fitzpatrick, National Museums and Monuments of Zimbabwe
Senzeni, National Museums and Monuments of Zimbabwe
Todini, National Museums and Monuments of Zimbabwe
Taneshe, National Museums and Monuments of Zimbabwe
Gavin Stephens, Matobo Conservation Society
Roberto Ontañon, WMF
Stephen Battle, WMF
Pablo Longoria, WMF
Aziliz Vandesande, KU Leuven, ILUCIDARE trainer
Koen Van Balen, KU Leuven

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
by local hub
team

Prior to the visit of Motobo Hills, meetings were held with National Museums and
Monuments of Zimbabwe and the Matobo Conservation society in Harare. The
aim of this meetings was to present the ILUCIDARE project and objectives and to
find a common ground of collaboration. All parties involved found the planned
activities very useful and agree on collaborating with this Capacity building
project.
The main topics discussed during this meeting were:


To learn first -hand about the real needs from professionals from the NMMZ
9
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To meet with local stakeholders to engage them on our capacity building
project. To get their approval and find out the exact needs for the training
course, especially for the tile conservation course, which seemed to be the
area where the NMMZ is more interested.
To learn about the local context and study how to make the capacity
building useful within the existing resources.
To find a way to better manage the relationship with local population




Key threats and risks identified by NMMS for the ca. 3500 rock art sites (often in
quite shallow caves) in the Matobo hill site include:


Physical deterioration due to tourists, natural agents (dust, biological
growth, insects, etc.), local communities living next to sites (church groups
state they are demonic and should be obliterated), children (graffiti).



Degradation of local resources: forests and water are threatened by
outsiders coming into communities. Forests and vegetation around caves
if being cut down. These assets were part of the sacred site and are now
being compromised for fire wood. “The sacredness is collapsing” –as natural
protection is falling apart.



There is a different Governmental Agency for environment but no one is
able to protect these resources because of financial situation.



How to change this? The government cannot be changes, we should work
with communities to mitigate these threats but they are also struggling to
survive. If a sustainable revenue can come from the maintenance of the
caves, maybe it can become viable in the future.

The main points raised by NMMZ for future management of the site in terms of
documentation are:

Site visit



We do not have conservation-information documentation



The current documentation does not allow to systematically monitor
deterioration. The current inventory and documentation system curates
fiches and photo documentation. It is based on o 4 figure grid reference
system from the 1960s. The site indexing cards work on 2km² grids and
reflect ca. 500 sites of the ca. 3500 caves (containing 50 sites photographic
records, Copies on canvas from the 1960s, tracings from the 1990s)



Field management: sorting, sharing, etc.



Database management

A visit to Khami ruins (WH Site) took place by Pablo Longoria and Roberto Ontañon
to learn on management and state of conservation of monuments in the Region.
The rest of the site visits were conducted by the entire ILUCIDARE team. The
selection of the sites to visit by the technicians of the National Museum of Natural
Sciences of Bulawayo, in charge of the management of the rock art of Matobo
Hills, represent the variety of casuistry related to the conservation of the “caves”.
Thus, we looked into cases that exemplify the main aspects involved in the
management of the conservation of these heritage sites:


caves in national park territory / caves in lands of local communities

10
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tourist accessible caves / without public access;



good conservation / main alteration factors;



archaeological research / unpublished sites

The sites visited were:
Buwha cave (graffiti and smoke, om communal land)

Amadzimba cave (communal lands, natural and anthropic degradation factors
graffiti and fires, flaking)
Pomongwe cave (natural and anthropic degradation factors, failed restorations,
inside Matobo Hills Reservation interpretation center; archaeological research)

Silungudzi cave (natural and anthropic degradation factors, lack of vigilance,
inside Matobo Hills Reservation interpretation center)
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Nswatugi cave (natural and anthropic degradation factors, wasp nests inside,
sand infill, inside Matobo Hills Reservation)
White Rhino cave (metallic fence, flaking of the granite)

In each of these caves, the Museum technicians have exposed to the ILUCIDARE
team how the management of the sites is carried out, exposing the main
problems they encounter as well as their practical needs for their documentation
and management. It is worth mentioning here the involvement and growing
disaffect of local communities in those caves located in communal lands.

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Workshop

In a schematic way, a proposal for an eminently practical training course was
presented as shown below, aimed at complying with the needs identified (a), with
reference to its content (b, c) and organization (d, e).
A. MAIN NEEDS DETECTED:
1.

Planned action / management

2. Tools for implementing the actions: a tool kit for a practical, efficient, easy
intervention is required
B. DOCUMENTATION FOR CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT, AT TWO
LEVELS:
1.

Regional Scale: Survey and data collection, Geographic Information System
(Mapping of the sites, Regional studies). Association to geographic features
(altitudes, slopes, inter visibility, land use, water and raw material
sources…)

2. Site scale: intra site + surroundings (Topography, Photogrammetry,
DStretch, Colorimetric analysis
To get: Ortho images, Colour classification, Risk maps
In order to design potential preventive and active conservation actions:
C. TRAINING
1.

Documentation: A - GIS (free software), B - Topography, Photogrammetry
(free software), DStretch (free), Colorimetric analysis
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2. Active conservation (by means of easy and cheap procedures): C - Charcoal
and chalk cleaning, D - Dust removing
Meeting

During the meetings held with the team responsible for managing the world
heritage site (NMMZ), a presentation was made by Roberto Ontañon on
conservation-oriented research in the cave with cave art of Cantabria.
In the exchange of experiences with local managers and in the preparation of a
training course, the proposal will be established considering the main needs
identified during the Site visits.
The conversations with the managers were essential to establish the content of
the training courses: Eminently practical character and being able to offer simple
and cheap tools that can be acquired in the national market and that allow local
managers to efficiently manage the site, addressing the main problems they
encounter in the two aspects whose importance has been repeatedly underlined:
the documentation and conservation of the caves within their economic
capacity.
The importance of education in rural areas and the publication of manuals of good
practices to distribute in schools were also discussed, as well as the importance
in rural involvement in the management and preservation of the caves, and of
Tourism management and tour guides, especially in communal land.
Specific comments were made by:
Moira Fitzpatrick: there is no point in using expensive technology, which do not fit
with what is practically possible for the participants (human resources,
technology, time). Thus, go back to essentials: double workshop on site:
documentation and conservation – specific sites in Matobo, use resources in
effective way.
Gavin Stephens: not many communities realize the value of the site around the
caves. Children do not know the names of the sites in local language, the trees
and edibles. This indicates that the system that used to preserve the heritage is
getting lost. Gavin showed a booklet for children to teach basic values of the
sites. Senzeni adds that the Chiefs should be involved as they are the only way to
ensure this knowledge is passed on. Todini agrees and mentions that sometimes
the cave is in good state but has no community. There is a need to interact more
with communities to build a different perception about rock art, make it a
resource to the communities, an educational resource.

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

Build knowledge and skills of 10-14 heritage professionals in the management,
documentation and conservation of rock art using Matobo Hills a s a case study

Objectives

To bring practical knowledge within the limited existing resources in
management, documentation and restoration techniques for Matobo Hills.

Tools

Digital cameras, lenses, open source software.

Participants

10-15 site managers of the south African region.

Planning the capacity building in 2020
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List of actions Organisation and coordination with local and international stakeholders (ICCROM,
after
UNESCO)
PLAYGROUND
 Selection of course participants,


Preparation of lectures and presentations,



Booking of facilities,



Transfer of funds for use before and during implementation of training
activities.



Definition of roles and responsibilities,



Definition of costs and cost agreements

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output

Reports and guidelines regarding management of Sites, Education, guidelines.

Intangible
output

Capacities and knowledge gained for local conservators and managers,
awareness raised within local population

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Practical

Lack of technological equipment to teach all documentation techniques on site

Content-wise

Social unrest

CHwB 2.3 Pristina, Heritage Space
Practical details
Location

Prishtina

Date

02-04 October 2019

List of
participants

Sali Shoshi (CHwB)
Nol Binakaj (CHwB)
Blerta Ismaili (CHwB - Heritage Space)
Dardan Zhegrova (CHwB - Heritage Space)
Anyla Dautaj (CHwB)
Erina Mulolli (CHwB)
Adea Mekuli (CHwB)
Yll Rugova (Trembelat Agency)
Leart Zogiani (Skins Agency)
Donjeta Murati (Lumbardhi /KUIN)
Veton Nurkollari (DokuFest)
Vjollca Aliu (Cultural Heritage Department - Ministry of culture)
Leutrim Fishekqiu (Autostrada Biennale)
Doruntina Ukimeri (Previous Beneficiary of Heritage Space)
Aziliz Vandesande (KU Leuven, ILUCIDARE trainer)

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
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Presentation
The main purpose of the coaching session in Prishtina was to analyze, review and
by local hub find solutions on matters concerning the further development and restructuring
team
of Heritage Space platform. The coaching session has gathered key stakeholders
of the creative industry in Kosovo, ILUDICARE representative and CHwB Kosovo
team members. Considering the expertise offered by all participants and their
possible future partnership, there has been drafted an outline for a guideline for
the capacity building 2020 which will determine the Heritage Space strategy for
the coming years.
First presentation: Heritage Space IV platform (Presented by Blerta Ismaili Project manager of Heritage Space)
The presentation started with a look back at how Heritage Space was conceived.
Heritage Space was initiated by CHwB Kosovo in 2016 and has resulted from its
long experience in the field of cultural heritage sector in Kosovo. Given this long
experience, especially in preserving tangible heritage, CHwB has realized that the
preservation or restoration of these monuments, in the physical aspects, has not
guaranteed some sort of a sustainable preservation or maintenance, as often
these monuments/buildings/ sites, although saved, were found to be almost
abandoned and not safe due to various reasons but especially the lack of their
interaction with people.

Figure: Call for proposals for the 2019 heritage space platform

The absence of this interaction can be attributed to lack of strategies for refunctionalization or lack of creative solution for systemic solutions including
activities within these monuments/sites. In this sense, it has been clear that
15
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cultural heritage needs a much more supportive environment, from financial to
sustainable strategies involving other aspects which have not been explored
much in Kosovo. CHwB considers that Kosovo has outstanding cultural and
natural heritage that besides being preserved, they also need to be promoted as
a source for economic, cultural and social development and the need for creative
solutions is urgent.
Consequently, Heritage Space was created and during the four years of
implementation has operated as a pilot project and has explored ways to bring
creators closer to cultural heritage. To inspire creators to notice that values of
cultural heritage can provide inspiration for some aspects of their creative work
and that their ideas can be combined with ideas of heritage. A situation where
both sides could take advantage.
Heritage Space is a platform that could be divided into two main pillars which
were presented through all activities held during implementation:
1.

The First pillar of Heritage Space is the production and commission of
cultural/creative works.

2. The second pillar of Heritage Space is raising awareness regarding the
potential of cultural heritage vis-à-vis our contemporary life.
The presentation continued with examples of supported projects during the four
years of implementation, demonstrating the variety of mediums, disciplines,
profiles who were part of the platform and utilized cultural heritage creatively and
innovatively.
The presentation concluded with questions or challenges extracted from the 4year implementation as lessons learned, and were the ones which determined the
major part of the following discussions. These questions were:


How to make some of the products more sustainable - ideas that go
beyond the scope of the platform?



How to build capacities for a more effective monitoring?



How to ensure inter-institutional, cross-sectoral collaboration?



Should the products we support be different or rather work towards
policy?



Should the platform focus on one specific geographical location?



The main challenge of the strategic plan has been to explore ways of
evolving Heritage Space into a platform that is more sustainable and
increases interdisciplinary cooperation and the longevity of projects,
instead of focusing on our current model of open calls for one-time
projects.

Second presentation: Creative Industry as a tool towards the revitalisation of
heritage sites: Sali Shoshi (Executive Director - CHwB Kosovo)
Considering the Heritage Space experience as part of the creative industry
context in Kosovo, this presentation has proposed a potential future strategy of
the Heritage Space platform which has been considered for discussion during the
coaching sessions. Taking into account the number of existing heritage sites in
Kosovo, which carry great development potential as well as multi-layered values,
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and their current state of ‘abandonment’, CHwB Kosovo considers the creative
class of society to be the main driving force behind their revitalization. The
presentation has focused on the potential of creative industry regarding heritage
as well as the role of state institutions in facilitating this process.
The presentation elaborated the role of Heritage Space as creative hub that will
enhance the revitalisation of cultural heritage sites as well to mobilise the local
community, public sector and educational sector.
Sali Shoshi has presented the various natural and cultural assets of the region of
Prizren to point out the potential of the region to be the model for the first HUB.
The region of Prizren has been presented as the exact location containing the
multi-layered values worth exploring under a heritage-led innovation approach.
More information was added by other stakeholders who have strengthen the
proposal.

Figure: the city of Prizren with its wide variety of cultural heritage

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Workshop

The intensive meetings held during the coaching session in Prishtina consisted
on the coaching team, learning team as well as the invited stakeholders from the
cultural sector in Kosovo. The learning team has presented a general context of
cultural heritage assets in Kosovo as well as the Heritage Space platform
activities and its development during its four years of implementation as well as
its challenges as main issues for the open discussion among the attendees.
First day: After the presentations, the focus of the discussion were the lessons
learned extracted by Heritage Space implementation as well as stakeholder’s
experiences and their proposals. As a result of brainstorming, the attendees have
agreed on some points to be considered for further discussions such as:
1.

A creation of a more interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral approach
considering the multidimensionality of cultural heritage. This would
consider also the necessity to include more partners in developing the
platform implementation strategy in the future.

2. Building capacities within the platform with the aim to create a space
where the supported projects will have a more sustainable development
beyond the scope of Heritage Space. This would include trainings related
to business strategies and monitoring.
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3. Given the lack of data related to the creative industry and cultural
heritage assets in Kosovo, stakeholders have considered of great
importance to start researching, mapping and gathering data of the
creative industry context in order to identify the potential areas and
cultural operators for further development and collaboration through the
platform.
Second day: Coaching Team from ILUCIDARE presented inspirational projects
across Europe on heritage-led innovation to inspire possibility thinking and fresh
perspectives. This has sparked ideas related to the capacity building guideline
and vision of the future platform. The attendees have presented their projects
and ways in which they would be able to participate during capacity building and
implementation, specifically the possible contribution of the Ministry of Culture.
Taking into account all presentations, the attendees have elaborated upon a
possibility of transforming Heritage Space into a cultural HUB positioned into a
geographical location. The proposed location for the first HUB has been the
region of Prizren. The attendees have given examples and information to
legitimize the proposal by pointing out the cultural and natural heritage and the
possible stakeholders who would be part of the HUB.
Third day: Coaching team and learning team have recapitulated the discussions
during the two days, including other stakeholders input, in order to write down an
outline
of
the
guideline
for
the
capacity
building.
Points of discussion:


Data regarding the heritage assets in Prizren



Data regarding the possible stakeholders and associations of Prizren as
part of the capacity building (cultural independent or public institution,
festivals, craftsmen, farmers, etc.)



Which mediums will be elaborated during capacity building and the 5
months of implementation



How will the state institutions take part in the capacity building process



Develop the idea of the HUB within the Prizren region together with
identified collaborators/key stakeholders



The creation of a detailed action plan prior to the capacity building week



Identify who will take part in capacity building week



What training will be needed to foster the HUB



What is expected from ILUCIDARE in terms of the knowledge they will
bring in the capacity building



Create the program of the capacity building week



Logistics

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

Heritage Space - HUB is a platform that sees the multidimensionality of cultural
heritage needs, and embraces an interdisciplinary, cross-sectoral and
institutional approach, through cutting-edge mediums of creative industry. A
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platform that demonstrates the potential of cultural heritage for growth and
development in social, cultural and economic aspect.
The future HUB goes beyond state bodies and sees the creators of society as a
key source of progress particularly in the cultural heritage sector. The creative
industry would be the key component in fostering, integrating the
communication of diverse cultural assets in Kosovo by re-contextualizing them
into a holistic heritage perspective.
Objectives

Participants



A network of various interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral stakeholders
working towards a joint goal



The build capacities to continually produce creative products, services and
work that put cultural heritage as a source for social, cultural and economic
local development



Job creation among young people

Main representatives
Sali Shoshi - Executive Director / CHwB Kosovo
Nol Binakaj - Deputy Director and programm manager / CHwB Kosovo
Blerta Ismaili - Program Manager of Heritage Space / CHwB Kosovo
Anyla Dautaj - Public Relation Officer / CHwB Kosovo
Ares Shporta - Executive Director / Lumbardhi Foundation
Veton Nurkollari - Creative Director / DOKUFEST
Rudina Hasimja - Innovation HUB in Prizren
Vjollca Aliu - Director at the Department of Cultural Heritage / Ministry of Culture
Nora Arapi - QRTK (Regional Center of Cultural Heritage) / Prizren
Eremire Krasniqi - Executive Director / Oral History Initiative / Prishtina
Leart Zogiani - SKINS AGENCY / Prishtina
Donjeta Murati - Lumbardhi Foundation & KUIN – contemporary art institute
US Embassy - Public Affairs Officer
German International Development Agency
International speakers/trainers
NOVA ISKRA
Andrea Bartoli (Farm Cultural Park)
IMEC trainer
KEA trainer
Aziliz Vandesande (ILUCIDARE trainer)
Other possible participants
Creative Industry Businesses
Municipality of Prizren representative
Ministry of Agriculture or local association of agriculture
National Park Authorities
Association of Gastronomy
Winery companies
Local Museums representatives
Crafts Association
Local cultural Operators (RROK, Autostrada Biennale)
Local Artists
Cultural Managers
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Planning the capacity building in 2020
List of actions
before
PLAYGROUND



Frequent meetings with the core group for the development of the guideline
for capacity building



Identification of questions and needs to be tackled during the playground
where the potential trainers will be there.

List of actions
after
PLAYGROUND



Identification of close collaborators



Mapping of HUB stakeholders in the region of Prizren
Initiating the communication with possible stakeholders through frequent
meetings

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output

Capacity building Report
Guideline for HUB implementation
Memorandum Agreement document between stakeholders
Business strategy plan
Promotional plan (branding, marketing etc)

Intangible
output

Capacities gained
Awareness raised
Other informal networks (collaborations) created

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Practical

Not having a final/detailed program for capacity building
Lack of data regarding stakeholders in the region of Prizren

CHwB 2.4 Kosovo border region with Albania and Montenegro
Practical details
Location

Bujtina, Gjakovë/Djakovica, Dranoc

Date

October 7-9, 2019

List of
participants

Kaltrina Thaçi, CHwB
Erina Mulolli, CHwB
Adea Mekuli, CHwB
Nol Binakaj, CHwB
Sali Shoshi, CHwB
Eltjana Shkreli, GO2
Irhan Jubica, GO2
Visa Haxhibeqiri, Kulla owner
Osman Gojani, Regional Cultural Heritage Center, Gjakovë/ Djakovica,
Adriatik Gacaferi, tour guide
Besmir Hasi, Museum of Gjakova
Dalon Kalludra, Municipality of Gjakovë/ Djakovica,
Lydia Konstantinidau, KU Leuven student
Aziliz Vandesande (KU Leuven, ILUCIDARE trainer)
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Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
by local hub
team

The main purpose of the meetings was to gather the relevant stakeholders from
the cross-border territories of Kosovo, Albania and Montenegro and try to find
applicable solutions about the protection and the adaptive reuse of the common
built heritage known as Kullas.
The work shall be undertaken in two directions:


Drafting a UNESCO nomination file, including the intangible heritage and
the Kanun, the Code of Conduct ruling the highlands of northern Albania and
Kosovo, known as the Kanun of Lekë Dukagjini.



The protection and the use of Kullas (guidelines for the protection and the
adaptive reuse of Kullas in the region).

Presentations were held by the partners, CHwB Kosovo presented the state of
Kullas in Kosovo and a brief history of their use and purpose. Among other things
it was mentioned that about 500 Kullas in Kosovo were damaged during the
conflict of 1998-1999, while now 162 Kullas are under protection with 38 being in a
bad condition.
Furthermore, CHwB Kosovo presented the report on the impact of the “creative
Industries” in the overall economy of the west region of Kosovo that is the region
were most of the Kullas lay. The report findings showed that the creative
industries have a share in the economy of about 20% when considering the
overall income of the private sector of the west region and present 10% of the
total number of people with employment.

Figure: Kulla in Dranoc which was refurbished into a hostel. The traditional
typology had two, three and rarely four stories, each with its own function. The
ground floor was used for sheltering animals, the first floor was the "fire room"
used by family members, the top floor was the Oda "chamber of men or guests".
Go 2 Albania presented a study that was drafted with the purpose of documenting
the state of Kullas in Theth region of Albania. Within the scope of the study 70-80
Kullas were documented. Some of the issues in the area were outlined such as
the ownership status of these buildings that was made complicated by the fact
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that until 1944 Kullas belonged to their original owners, while during 1944-1992 the
state had taken over the ownership of the Kullas. After 1992 the ownership went
back to the owners but by this time many different owners were claiming the
same buildings. Regional hiking routes such as Peaks of the Balkans have had a
big impact on the landscape of Theth while many new buildings and roads were
constructed while the Kullas were restored to serve touristic purposes by private
initiatives. The frame construction of the Kullas in Theth was originally done by
red pine wood that is a scarce material now, so the modern restorations are no
longer using this type of wood besides its beneficiary characteristics.
The ILUCIDARE trainer presented the scope and objective of the 3 year project
aiming at contributing to the overall objectives of the communication towards an
EU strategy for international cultural relations and EU international cooperation
in research and innovation with nine different partners with different heritage
backgrounds from EU and Western Balkans countries. The upstream approach
was discussed as a convenient approach for cultural heritage with the integration
of the economic, social, cultural and environmental aspects.
Theme 1: UNESCO nomination draft file for Kullas in Kosovo, Albania and
Montenegro. It was agreed that the file will be prepared as a joint cross-border
application with the inclusion of the three countries, as an application for a
cultural landscape. The content for the application shall be used from the
materials jointly drafted during the capacity building sessions next year. During
these sessions experts from UNESCO shall be invited. For Kosovo there is a lot of
content existing from the work of CHwB Kosovo on the built heritage and Emin
Riza for intangible heritage.
Theme 2: Re-use, preservation and management of Kullas.
The capacity building sessions shall take place in spring - autumn 2020 in each of
the partner countries. The themes for each session shall be chosen based on the
needs of the territory and each theme shall serve the three countries.
Emphasis was put that the focus for the adaptive reuse shall not be tourism but
local development as a more sustainable choice.
Site visit

On the first day, a team of CHwB Kosovo, GO2, and KUL visited the border region
of Kosovo and Albania, villages Tropoje, Junik, Dranoc. They visited the kullas,
talked to the owners and communities as well as they visited some of the
successful cases of kullas being reused for local development.
The typology of kullas is distinguished by the balcony room (dyshekllëk) on the top
floor constructed of timber or stone and is mainly used for keeping the guests'
bed sheets.
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Figure: site plan of Kullas in Dranoc (CHwB Kosovo)

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Workshop

The intensive workshop held during the coaching session in Gjakova consisted of
coaching team, the learning hub team as well as the invited stakeholders from the
cultural sector in Kosovo. The purpose of the workshop was to analyse problems
in relation to the kullas and proposed solution in the three respective countries.
Presentations made during the workshop are as following:


Kullas in Kosovo: values, condition, recent conservation efforts, education
through preservation and their future potential (Kaltrina Thaci)



Stone buildings in Theth (Albania): typology, architecture, condition (Eltjana
Shkreli)



Natural resources in cross border area, routs, cuisine, hospitality (Adriatik
Gacaferi)



The report on “The impact of Creative Industries in the economic development
of the municipalities in the West of Kosovo” - The role of the Businesses and
the Civil Society Organisations that operate in the Creative Industries and
measure their contribution in the regional economy (Adea Mekuli)



Heritage -led innovation, linking resources (Aziliz Vandesande )



Adaptive re-use rural areas vernacular areas (Aziliz Vandesande)

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

Kullas as vernacular stone buildings built in 18th and 19th century in the border
regions of the three countries will be preserved and will be transformed as a
resource for local community development as well as a bridge between the three
respective countries.

KOSOVO

PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

Destruction of the Kullas

Local awareness

New uncontrolled constructions

Database maintenance/ development

Lack of functions/lack of diversity in Thermal Comfort
functions
guidelines

assessment

and
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Lack of thermal comfort – quality protection Maintenance guidelines
data
Lack of monitoring and maintenance

ALBANIA

TRAINING: SERIAL UNESCO NOMINATION
No GIS/ Mapping data

GIS Training

Ownership status not defined

Local awareness/ Maintenance

No intangible heritage data

Database development

Lack of thermal comfort – quality protection Thermal Comfort
data
guidelines
Low maintenance (private investments)

assessment

and

Maintenance guidelines

MONTENEGRO

TRAINING: GIS AND DATABASE STRUCTRE
No GIS/ Mapping data

GIS Training

No intangible heritage data

Local awareness/ Maintenance

Lack of thermal comfort – quality protection Thermal Comfort
data
guidelines

assessment

Low maintenance (private investments)

Thermal Comfort
guidelines

assessment and

Depopulation

Maintenance guidelines

Objectives

and

TRAINING: THERMAL COMFORT AND MAINTENANCE
Kosovo border region with Albania and Montenegro


To consolidate a multilayer database (tangible and intangible heritage)



To develop a strategy for reusing the Kullas (Guidelines – A tool to set the
function of Kullas)

Albania border region with Kosovo and Montenegro


To create local capacities and joint tools for mapping of kullas in cross
border area

Montenegro border region with Albania and Kosovo

Tools

To develop guidelines for maintenance and instruction to increase the
thermal comfort of kullas

Kosovo border region with Albania and Montenegro


Projector, database, pens, paper, flipcharts, white boards, markers,
internet connection, etc

Albania border region with Kosovo and Montenegro


GIS, GPS, tablets, cameras, vehicle, projector, forms, pens, paper,
flipcharts, white boards, markers, internet connection etc

Montenegro border region with Albania and Kosovo
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Participants

Building material, building tools, GIS, GPS, tablets, cameras, vehicle,
projector, forms, pens, paper, flipcharts, white boards, markers, internet
connection etc

KOSOVO – serial UNESCO nominations
List of participants
CHwB Staff
GO2 staff (partner institution in Albania)
CHwB Kosovo Staff
LABEATET staff (partner institution in Montenegro)
Policy makers
Politicians
Heritage Institutions
Ministry of Spatial Planning
Ministry of Culture
Location Prishtina, Kosovo
Number 20 participants
Experts
Adaptive reuse expert
UNESCO nomination expert
Arber Damoni (Riinvest Institute)
Idriz Shala (GIS)
Leart Zogiani (Kokrra)
ILUCIDARE trainer (KUL)
Outcome


Database of Kulla’s for the region, tangible/intangible



Guideline for reuse of Kulla’s



An action plan for UNESCO Nomination File

ALBANIA – GIS mapping and database structure
List of participants
GO2
Eltjana Shkreli CEO GO2 urban planner
Irhan Jubica GO2 journalist
Liridona Ura GO2 architect
Abdulla Diku GO2 forest engineer (initiator/expert of preparing the material for
Gashi River/Shebenik area in UNeSCO -approuved)
As. Prof. Zef Gjetja GO2 agronomist and rural developer in Albanian Alps (expert
in FAO)
Juliana Reçi GO2 civil engineer / restorer
Andrit Shehu GO2 architect / restorer

University
Dr. Julian Veleshnja Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism, expert in building
confort
Dr. Irina Branko Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism, landscape architect
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3 graduate students
Public Institutions
Helidon Sokoli Directory of Regional Heritage Shkoder, archeologist
Besnik Hallaci, Administration of Protected Area Kukes, biologist
Municipality of Kukes (tbd)
Partners
3 experts from Montenegro
3 experts from Kosovo
Location Qeremi, Dragobi (2 neighbourhoods)
Number 20 participants divided in five teams of four persons, working in three
neighborhoods in Valbona:





two teams for tangible heritage
two teams for intangible heritage
one team for natural heritage

Experts
Database expert
CHwB Kosovo
Local Expertise
ILUCIDARE trainer (KUL)
Outcome
Guidelines for future mapping of the area;
Report on the mapped area during the workshop;
Activity Plan for mapping the whole area;

MONTENEGRO – Thermal Comfort and Maintenance
List of participants
Local Architects
Engineers
Owners of the buildings
Municipality representatives, Cultural Directorate
Institute for Protection of Monuments,
GO2 staff (partner institution in Albania)
CHwB Kosovo Staff
LABEATET staff (partner institution in Montenegro)
Divided between: week 1 – technical profile, week 2- owners / managers
Location Plave and Gusia region, Montenegro
Number 20 participants
Experts
Intangible heritage researcher
Maintenance Expert
Building research centres
Building Comfort expert
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Inspirational speaker
ILUCIDARE trainer (KUL)
Outcome
Guidelines for building comfort and maintenance
Maintenance calendars, interactive plans for maintenance
Possible creation of Monument Watch Balkans

Planning the capacity building in 2020
List of actions Find a suitable partner in Montenegro
before
Identify and visit three (3) neighbourhoods/zones of Kullas in Valbona for the
PLAYGROUND
mapping
Identify and visit potential Kullas
Define the expertise needed during the capacity building sessions
List of actions Define the agenda for capacity building sessions jointly with three partners
after
Identifying the experts for the capacity building
PLAYGROUND
Meeting with participants to explain the capacity building activities and
outcomes
Drafting the promotional material for the capacity building
Invitation of participants and experts
Logistics arrangements

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output

KOSOVO – serial UNESCO nominations
Action plan towards serial nominations of Kullas in Kosovo, Montenegro and
Albania
Strategy plan for reusing the Kullas (Guidelines – A tool to set the function of
Kullas)

ALBANIA – GIS mapping and database structure
Structure for database
Guidelines for future mapping

MONTENEGRO – Thermal Comfort and Maintenance
Guidelines for thermal comfort and maintenance
Maintenance calendars, interactive plans for maintenance, possible monument
watch Balkans
Intangible
output

KOSOVO – serial UNESCO nominations
Regional awareness on the importance of kullas as cultural heritage assets

ALBANIA – GIS mapping and database structure
Local capacities for mapping
Local awareness for preservation of kullas
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Database structure

MONTENEGRO – Thermal Comfort and Maintenance
Local capacities on maintenance
Local awareness for preservation of kullas

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Practical

KOSOVO – serial UNESCO nominations
No risks identified so far.

ALBANIA – GIS mapping and database structure
Logistics in the remote areas;
Lack of internet (although the database forms can be filled offline, the internet
will be needed only to process the data);
Remote area, possible longer winter- need for jeeps;
Level of English language knowledge of participants.

MONTENEGRO – Thermal Comfort and Maintenance
Level of English language knowledge of participants.
Content-wise

KOSOVO – serial UNESCO nominations
1. Usually the staff of public institutions participate in various trainings and that
is why they sometimes lack interest and motivation;
2. Sometimes people get trained in a field that in fact they can never use it in
practice;
3. Usually Cultural Heritage is not a priority for Governments, thus funding is often
not foreseen for actions in this field, neither as tool for cross-border and
international collaboration;
4. The risk of not having a follow up in the database;
5. The aims of CB can have a political connotation since Kullas can be identified
as belonging to only one ethnic group- Albanians.

ALBANIA – GIS mapping and database structure
1. Usually the staff of public institutions participate in various trainings and that
is why they sometimes lack interest and motivation;
2. Sometimes people get trained in a field that in fact they can never use it in
practice;
3. In North Albania there are regional divisions thus the northern part is not often
a priority in terms of investments;
4. The risk of not having a follow up in the database.

MONTENEGRO – Thermal Comfort and Local Awareness
1. Usually the staff of public institutions participate in various trainings and that
is why they sometimes lack interest and motivation;
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2. Sometimes people get trained in a field that in fact they can never use it in
practice;
3. In Montenegro there are regional divisions thus the Plave e Guci region is not
often a priority in terms of investments;
4. The risk of not having a follow up in the database.

WMF 2.5 Duhok and Amedi, Iraqi Kurdistan
Practical details
Location

Kurdistan Region of Iraq

Date

October 27-30, 2019

List
of Alessandra Peruzzetto, WMF
participants
Aziliz Vandesande, KUL, ILUCIDARE Trainer
Shireen Y. Ismael, University of Duhok

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
In Duhok, three courtesy meetings were organized with local authorities to
by local hub introduce ILUCIDARE project and the future capacity building in Amedi:
team
 Dr. James Hassado Haido, Dean of the College of Engineering, University
of Duhok

Site visit



Diyar B. Rasoul, General director of Municipalities, Duhok Governorate



Elias Mizire, Director of Urban Planning Directorate, Duhok Governorate

The first two days of the Coaching Session were concentrated on sites visits of
heritage places in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq to identify the necessities of the
capacity building and to understand historic and architectural values as well as
conservation/protection actions and needs.
The visits were conducted with local experts from HCECR, IICAH and from the
University of Duhok.
October 27 – Erbil
Erbil Citadel was inscribed in the
WH list in 2013. Located at the top
of an archaeological tell, it is
characterized
by
a
brick
architecture enriched in some
case by insertions of alabaster
decorations. The Citadel is
managed and protected by the
High Commission for Erbil Citadel
Revitalization (HCECR). Various
preservation and adaptive reuse
projects are ongoing. WMF is very
familiar with the Erbil Citadel and collaborates with HCECR since various years.
Later ILUCIDARE could visit the bazar in the Lower Town where its traditional
architecture was recently modernized.
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October 28 – Akre and Al Qosh
Akre is a slope-heritage town on the mountain to
the north of Erbil. Traditionally, a multicultural
town with traditional stone architecture, it sees
now the diaspora of its Christian population and
the misuse and abandonment of its traditional
buildings. A local municipal law tries to protect
the traditional stone architecture ordering the use
of stone cladding in the newly-built houses.
However, the result, despite the good intention of
the authorities, is far from being compatible with
the original layout.
Al Qosh is a Christian town in the plain
of Niniveh under the control of the
Kurdistan Government. It is still rich of
vernacular stone architecture and
heritage buildings often in state of
despair. Many ancient churches are
still in use. USAID is supporting the
conservation
of
the
Jewish
mausoleum of Prophet Nahoum.
October 29 – Amedi
(Information about Amedi below)
October 30 – Zakho
Ancient town of the Mesopotamian
plain at the border with Turkey,
Zakho is now completely modern
with only few heritage buildings in
its historic centre and bazar. The
rare vernacular architecture is
made by river pebbles and/or by
mudbrick. In one point, the Khabur
river can be overpassed through
the Delal bridge, an iconic
monument in Iraq dating to the
Roman/Medieval times.
Presentation
of local
project

Amedi, located in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, around 90Km to the northeast of
Duhok, is a deeply symbolic site for the Kurdish and Iraqi people.
Best known as the powerful capital of the Bahdinan Emirate (1376-1843), Amedi's
history probably begins during the Median period (c. First millennium BC). The
ancient citadel is dramatically perched on top of a steep promontory surrounded
by pristine hillsides. Archaeological remains, a characteristic urban morphology
and building fabric, an elaborated medieval city gate, and distinctive community
traditions are the cultural hallmarks of this important historic town.
The Amedi area is also renowned for its mix of Muslim, Christian and Jewish
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heritage, as well as breath-taking natural landscapes.

In 1970, several of the monuments within Amedi (the Great Mosque and its
minaret; the Madrasa Qubahan; the so-called Zoroastrian Temple --possibly a
reservoir; the Bahdinan/Mosul Gate; the Sultan Shrines; and the Bahdinan
Emirate symbol on the surviving palace gate) were registered in the Iraq National
Gazette of Archaeological Sites. Other archaeological features, historic buildings
and quarters, not yet part of this official list, as well as stories about the city
passed down from generations by means of oral tradition, are testimonies of the
great past of the city.
In 2011, Amedi has been listed on the UNESCO's Tentative List for Iraq and, in 2016,
it was nominated on the World Monuments Watch List.
Since 2011, a small group of professionals from the University of Duhok, led by Dr.
Shireen Younis, has been working with limited resources as champions to protect
Amedi. Even during chaotic times, they have implemented various activities
ranging from basic documentation to a priorities and needs' assessment. Despite
the social and economic difficulties and the state of the conflict in the region,
they have leveraged the support of the local community and municipality, the
Duhok Governor, and the Kurdish heritage authorities who were involved in
stakeholder meetings and supported these activities.
Between October 2018 and 2019, Amedi was also
the center of a WMF and Duhok University project
supported by the Cultural Protection Fund of the
British Council. The team prepared Conservation
Guidelines for the Protection of the Urban
Landscape of Amedi. The plan will be endorsed
and implemented by the Duhok Governorate and
the Amedi municipality.
During the visit, a traditional building now in
disuse was identified to be the case study for the
practical works.

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Workshop

30 October 2019
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A workshop was held at the Directorate of Municipalities to present ILUCIDARE
program and network, previous engagements at Amedi by the University of Duhok
and WMF, the future ILUCIDARE capacity building in Amedi and pertinent case
studies on conservation of traditional
architecture in Ecuador and Germany.
Twenty-five staff from various
municipalities (Amedi, Akre, Al Qosh,
Zakho, Duhok) and from governorate
offices (Municipalities and Planning
Departments) attended the meeting.
Few participants were also academic
staff from the University of Duhok,
Department
of
Planning
and
Department of Engineering.
Many of the participants supported the initiative, declared their interest in
participating to the capacity building and mentioned that it is something needed
in the region as there is a lack of understanding about the importance of the reenhancement/maintenance of traditional construction techniques.
Meeting

At the Erbil Citadel, the ILUCIDARE team met Ranan Kasraw, Chief Architect and
Site Manager, High Commission for Erbil Citadel Revitalization (HCECR).
In Erbil, a meeting was also organised with
Dr. Abdullah Khorsheed, Director of the Iraqi
Institute for the Conservation of Antiquities
and Heritage (IICAH). He presented the
Institute and the training programs that
regularly take place there. At the occasion,
ILUCIDARE could also discuss with a
representative of Smithsonian about the
heritage priorities in the Kurdistan Region
of Iraq.

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

Objectives

Drive the local actors toward the reinsertion of traditional architecture in Amedi
as an important cultural asset, an anti-seismic tool and an ecological choice
toward a better sustainable future and toward innovation.



Tools




To have group of local government actors who can in the future consider
and propose more sustainable choices for conservation and reconstruction
in historic centres
To make use of the Conservation Guidelines for the protection of Amedi
prepared by WMF in collaboration with the University of Duhok. the
Governorate and the Municipality. This will be a good example of
implementation of a planning document produce in Kurdistan toward the
protection of heritage and sustainable development.
Lectures on: traditional construction technologies; their importance for
sustainability, ecology, anti-seismic prevention.
Practical exercises on traditional construction techniques will be organized
in Amedi.
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Participants

10/15 participants from provincial government, municipalities and heritage
authorities from the Kurdistan Region of Iraq and possibly from the Niniwa
province. The authorities involved will be the General Directorate of
Municipalities, the Directorate for Planning, the Directorate for Archaeology, the
Municipality of Amedi.
Participants will come from Duhok and from the following heritage towns: Amedi,
Akre, Al Qosh (a Christian village with a rich Jewish cultural background), Zakho
and possibly from Shingall and Bashiqa (Yezidi towns).
It is hoped that contractors from the area of Amedi could also attend or
participate to the awareness/advocacy activity.

Planning the capacity building in 2020
List of actions
before
PLAYGROUND






Selection of participants
Obtain require authorizations for the fieldwork
Acquire the necessary material and/or import if needed
Preparation of the yard for field activities, materials, etc.

List of actions The capacity building will be organized along two weeks in Duhok and Amedi.
after
As the sanitary crisis blocked all, we will need to reschedule the program for the
PLAYGROUND
next year 2021 (last week of March to first week of April or most probably at the
(as things might end of Ramadan and ‘Eid festivity in the second half of May - TBC).
change in one
year time, the
implementation
form will be
prepare later)

The below planning is indicative at the moment as the “playground” has been
postponed to spring 2021.
Few introductory lessons on Day 1 about relevant case studies will be presented
by ILUCIDARE about sustainability and adaptive reuse.
On Day 1 and 2, the conservation architect will also present few lectures on
traditional conservation techniques, structural issues, anti-seismic
technologies, ecology of stone constructions. Adaptive reuse of vernacular
architecture will also be discussed with the purpose to insist on the importance
of maintaining a good balance in the original structures and between
authenticity/integrity and reuse/modernity.
Discussions on the understanding of sustainability at a local level should be
generated between the ILUCIDARE team/experts and the local participants. The
above lectures should be structured as active debates as occasions for
constructive exchanges.
Day 3 and 4: If possible due to the presence of other teams in the country, the
group will travel to conservation projects in the region to learn about their
experience in conservation.
Day 5: Preparation of the field yard (team and participants).
Week 2: The majority of the time will be dedicated to the practical training in
Amedi as this is the major requirement by the local partner. An Italian company
expert in traditional construction technique and restoration of cultural heritage
with decennial experience (the company is around 20o years old) will lead the
capacity building at the presence of the conservation architect and the
specialized mason (full time). The owner of the company and a second
conservation architect will also join for few days.
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Report and guidelines preparation by ILUCIDARE team with major inputs from the
experts and the local partner.

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output

A report of the activities will be prepared at the end of the capacity building with
the lessons learnt; guidelines on the traditional construction techniques
explored during the capacity building will be also structured as a future reference
for the participants.

Intangible
output

Capacities gained among selected public actors/decision makers; awareness
raised among local authorities and citizens.

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Practical

Impossibility of travel for the international team due to security reason and/or
upsurge of the health emergency.

WMF - 2.6 Tigray, Ethiopia
Practical details
Location

Gheralta Escarpment, Tigray Region, Ethiopia

Date

25 -29 November 2019

List
of Simon Warrack (Consultant)
particpants
Stephen Battle (WMF)
Pablo Longoria (WMF)
Aziliz Vandesande (KU Leuven)
Fkereselasse Sifir (Local Consultant)
Mikiyas G. Tekle (Local Consultant)
Tsige Berhe (Mekelle University, Department of Heritage Conservation and
Management)

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
Situation Analysis: Prior to the first visit, an expert local interlocutor, Mikiyas
by local hub Tekle, who wrote his Master’s thesis at KUL on the rock-hewn churches of Tigray,
team
provided expert analysis of the current situation to guide development of the
Capacity Building exercise. His report includes the following:








Description of state of conservation of churches in Gheralta
Description and assessment of current management and conservation
practice in Tigray (how is conservation procured, who specifies work, who
carries out work, what skill levels do they have, who manages the work, who
funds, etc.)
Description of national and regional policy and legal frameworks for
protection and management of heritage
Identification of challenges in management and conservation
Identification of prospects and strengths
Map of local stakeholders
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Recommendations for key meetings and site visits during field visit

The purpose of his Situation Analysis Report was to provide background and
guidance for the ILUCIDARE coaching team, so goals and activities are targeted
and relevant to the local context. Mikiyas accompanied the ILUCIDARE team to
provide expert guidance on the heritage and link with local stakeholders.
Presentations with Key Stakeholders: Based on recommendations in the
Situation Analysis Report, presentations were held with key stakeholders in the
CH sector in Tigray at the outset of the Coaching Session to present objectives
of the exercise, discuss needs and aspirations, assess local capacities and
contribute to the co-creation process:








Site visit

Authority for Research and Conservation of Cultural Heritage (ARCCH): Federal
Government body responsible for managing heritage sites in Ethiopia.
Presentation held in Addis Ababa.
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church: Owner of historic churches in Ethiopia
and responsible for management and (in theory) maintenance of churches.
Presentation held in Addis Ababa.
Tigray Bureau of Culture and Tourism: Regional Government body responsible
for management and conservation of heritage sites in Tigray. Presentation
in Mekelle, regional capital.
Mekelle University: Regional learning hub. Presentations held with senior
management and at the Department of Heritage Conservation and
Management, which trains the region’s heritage practitioners. Presentation
in Mekelle.

Site visits took place from 26th to 28th November. The purpose of the site visits
was to assess condition of CH, assess conservation needs, and identify site(s) for
Capacity Building exercise with the greatest potential for practical learning. The
sites visited were as follows:
Wukro Cherkos
Small rock cut church in the
middle of the small town of
Wukro. The upper part of the
church is built of masonry while
the majority of the building is
carved out of a rocky sandstone
outcrop. In the porch there are
some badly decayed wall
paintings on the ceiling. These are partially lost due to the decay of the underlying
sandstone. In the naves and aisles, the ceilings show signs of wall paintings that
are also badly decayed while the lower parts of the walls have lost most of the
decoration through natural decay and probably through contact with the faithful
Maryam Yerefeda
Accessed after a climb of 40 minutes, the church is rock cut. The upper parts of
the nave are damaged due to decay, probably from infiltration and there has been
remedial work on the roof similar to that carried out on Wukro Cherkos, which
may or may not be effective.
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As in the case of the former
church the slate slabs are
bedded on an unknown
mortar (probably Portland
Cement based) and then the
joints are pointed in relief
which is in effective since it
does not last and channels
the runoff water towards
the joints increasing the likelihood of infiltration. Any training carried out here in
terms of built heritage would mainly have to focus of the roofing and control of
run off as well as the control of higher plants vegetation and micro-biology.
Degum Selassie
This church is close to the
road in a small village but
does not have great
potential for training
activities. The small
building
beside
the
church,
which
is
deconsecrated,
might
have some training potential but there are not many conservation issues and it is
too small to be able to host three or four working groups as will be required during
the second week of activities.
Maryam Barakit
This church is also easily
accessible but does not
have
great
training
potential. There is a wellbuilt,
and
recently
constructed, porch made
from thin stones, as is
characteristic in the region,
and they are mostly bedded
on a mud mortar. The church itself is partially rock cut as is the case with many of
these churches but the spaces are limited and the training potential is low. The
outside of the church has been garishly painted in the colours of the Ethiopian
flag.
Maryam Korkor
This is one of the most
important and beautiful
churches
that
were
visited which has great
value on many levels.
However, it takes an hour
and a half of stiff climbing
to reach it which means
that training activities
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there would be rather problematical. It has wall paintings that are directly applied
to the sandstone and have some conservation issues and there are also some
stone conservation issues associated with wear and tear as well as inherent
geological decay.
Abuna Daniel
Abuna Daniel is on the
same level as Maryam
Korkor and can be
accessed along a thin
ledge.
The
wall
paintings
are
particularly interesting
and in this case are
applied on a gypsum
plaster layer. There are some wall painting issues that have been highlighted by
the Courtauld team but there are not many stone conservation issues that could
warrant training activities in such an inaccessible location.
Debre Tsion Abuna Abraham
This church is fully rock cut with Axumite reliefs designs on the façade and
important wall paintings inside that are applied over a gypsum plaster. There are
many different conservation issues that can be highlighted from the
conservation of the decayed and detaching stone on the façade to the poorly
restored roof which requires conservation treatments and a new strategy.

All these will give the participants and the course team a good spectrum of
conservation issues that can be used in the training exercises as the teams
document and prepare their conservation proposals for presentation at the end
of the course. The access to the site requires a climb of around 40 minutes which
is not as tough as Debre Maryam Korkor and the possibilities for training activities
are much more varied which will mean that the training will be more applicable
and relevant.
Abraha Atsbeha
This church is more easily accessible, but the conservation issues are not as
repeatable as in other churches such as Debre Tsion. It was restored and the
porch was rebuilt around 100 years ago and most of the wall paintings are from
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that period. Furthermore, they are mostly painted on canvas which was then
applied to the walls which is not characteristic of the other churches that we
surveyed in Gheralta. It is an interesting church to visit but would not be suitable
for the training exercise.

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Meeting

A series of meetings took place with key stakeholders in Tigray and Addis Ababa
to co-create the Capacity Building exercise. The meetings included presentation
of objectives and scope of training, discussion of needs in the heritage sector in
Ethiopia and Tigray, possible content of the training, locations and participants:
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church: Meeting with Aba Kaledstik in Addis Ababa
on 25 November 2019, responsible for management and maintenance of
ecclesiastical property. Presentation of scope and objectives of Capacity
Building. Discussion about process for obtaining church permission,
participation of Chruch members and possible locations for Capacity Building
exercise.
Authority for Research and Conservation of Cultural Heritage (ARCCH): Meeting in
Addis Ababa on 25 November 2019 with Ato Ayelew Abebaw, who is Deputy
Director of ARCCH, and Ato Hailu Woledstik, Head Conservation, to present scope
and objectives of Capacity Building and possible locations. Recommendation to
involve ARCCH technical people from Addis and consider involving monks who
are responsible for maintenance at the churches. He warned that difficult to
involve people from Eritrea.
Tigray Bureau of Culture and Tourism (TBCT): Meeting in Mekelle on 26 November
2019 with Head of TBCT, Birkiti Medhin. Presentation of scope and objectives of
Capacity Building. She recommended we focus on churches in Gheralta
Escarpment, which are being considered for World Heritage Listing.
Mekelle University: Meeting at Mekelle University on 26 November 2019 to present
scope and objectives of Capacity Building and discuss cooperation with the
University to manage logistics for field activities. Meeting with Ato Merhari Bidu
Gebremariam and Ato Tsige Berhe of the Department of Heritage Conservation
and Management to discuss the perceived needs in the heritage sector in Tigray,
participation of students and faculty in the training and logistics.
Technical officers from TBCT and a faculty member from Mekelle University
accompanied the site visits to churches in the Gheralta Escarpment and
participated in discussions about scope and location of Capacity Building
exercise. Consensus was reached that the training should focus on Debre Tsion
Abune Abraham church.

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

Build knowledge and skills of 20 heritage professionals in the conservation of
stone and stone heritage in the context of the rock cut churches in the Gheralta
Escarpment, Tigray.

Objectives

Implement a two-week training course that will raise awareness while giving
practical hands on experience to heritage professionals working in the field. The
two tier structure will enable the course team to give more specific training to a
more select group of heritage professional with greater experience who will then
assist the course team in the training activities which will raise their training
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capacity as well as giving then more technical knowledge so that they will be able
to repeat the training and favour the sustainability of the training through future
knowledge transfer.
Tools

Team teaching presentations, demonstrations, hands on experiments regarding
carving, pointing and grouting, followed by site visits and on site activities.

Participants

5 for the Tier One Trainer Level and 12 participants for the Tier Two Technical
Level - Members of the church, local technicians.

Planning the capacity building in 2020
List of actions Key actions as follows:
before
 Selection of course participants
PLAYGROUND
 Preparation of lectures and presentations
 Ordering and acquisition of equipment and materials
 Identification of key partners in Mekelle and Addis
 Booking of facilities
 Transfer of funds for use before and during implementation of training
activities
 Definition of roles and responsibilities
 Definition of costs and cost agreements
List of actions
Reporting, preparation of handbook, follow-up regarding
after
preparation of future proposals for conservation activities.
PLAYGROUND

networking,

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output

Reports, guidelines, development of conservation activities through partnership
and networking.

Intangible
output

Capacities gained, awareness raised, networking.

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Practical

Key risks as follows:







Difficulties in transferring funds to Ethiopia and disbursing funds in Tigray
Availability of materials and equipment
Permits from church and authorities
Political instability following national elections in August. Tension is
growing between Tigray Region and the Federal Government in Addis, and
the elections is likely to provide a flashpoint for this tension. The possible
fall-out from this flashpoint may impact implementation of the Capacity
Building, rescheduled for October.
Tensions with Eritrea: It had been planned to involve participants from
Eritrea, but tensions between the Federal Government and Eritrea on the
one hand, and between the Tigray Regional Government and Eritrea on the
other mean that it is very unlikely we will be able to involve participants from
Eritrea in the Capacity Building exercise.
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UC - 2.7 Susudel, Ecuador
Practical details
Location

Susudel

Date

Saturday December 07, 2019

Figure: Invitation for the coaching session developed in Susudel
List of
participants

Fausto Cardoso (UCuenca)
Gabriela Garcia (UCuenca)
Maria Eugenia Siguencia (UCuenca)
Gabriela Barsallo (UCuenca)
Alicia Tenze (UCuenca)
David Jara (UCuenca)
Christian Abad (student at UCuenca)
Christian Allaico (student at UCuenca)
Jose Jara (Community member, Casa Hacienda Owner)
Manuel Ochoa (GAD Susudel, Municipality)
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Edison Déleg (Council Susudel)
Carlos Muy (Community member)
Helmuth Reither (Community member)
Tania Mora (Community member)
Irene Quezada (Community member)
Luz Marina (Community member)
Ana Vega (Community member)
Paula Dota (Community member)
Rosa Mora (Community member)
Jose Quichimbo (Community member)
Damian Quituizaca (Community member)
Elsa Naula (Community member)
Luz Suquizupa (Community member)
Alejandro Valdivieso (Community member)
Luz Morocho (Community member)
Carmelina Salazar (Community member)
Sofia Vandenbergh (Community member, Oña-Bierbeek)
Aziliz Vandesande (KU Leuven), ILUCIDARE trainer
Koen Van Balen (KU Leuven)
Marc Craps (KU Leuven)

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
by local hub
team

Translation to Spanish of the official presentation of the ILUCIDARE coaching
session modules (D3.7) before the start of the coaching sessions.
Presentation of Spanish version to the community by Maria Eugenia Siguencia
(UCuenca). The presentation contained the general information of the ILUCIDARE
project, a list of the consortium members, the conceptualization of heritage-driven
innovation as well as the international relations driven innovation, and the results
achieved up-to-now in the research developed by ILUCIDARE. Then, the following
inspiring examples were presented: The little museum of Dublin, the Kuldīga project
and the Brozeit project in Leschatal, Austria. These examples were selected among
the set of cases studied reviewed to establish the state-of-the-art because of their
similarities and possible impact in Susudel.
During the presentation session, it was emphasized the fact that the ILUCIDARE
project considered the case study in Susudel due to the previous experiences
undertaken in the area. These experiences refer to the two maintenance campaigns
(based on the concept of Preventive Conservation) developed during 2011 and 2014
in more than 20 houses and at the local graveyard respectively. These activities
were nationally and internationally replicated, so the community is aware about
their role as a valuable case study all around the world.

Site visit

Oña – San Francisco neighbourhood (AM)
The visit consisted of a walking activity through the traditional neighbourhood of
San Francisco to evidence the construction typology of the area.
Susudel - Casa Hacienda (PM)
The site visit in Susudel was focused on a tour through both, the public and private
areas at Casa Hacienda. The house owner, Mr. Jose Jara opened his house to all
participants of ILUCIDARE and the community members for the visit. The first part
visited was the public area where nowadays there is a football court barely used.
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Here, one of the most important archaeological evidences were introduced.
Afterwards, the different components of the private areas were visited,
emphasising the need of restauration in some places such as one of the roofs of the
southern aisle.
Presentation
of local
project

Presentation of the co-creation design project of Casa Hacienda developed during 2018
by two students from the last year of the School of Architecture at UCuenca, Christian
Abad and Christian Allaico.
Their presentation consisted of an introductory part where they spoke about the
values embedded at Casa Hacienda from different dimensions such as the place
value due to the natural conditions of the surrounding mountainous system as well
as the historic value related to the origin of the Casa Hacienda as an ancient
productive system.
Then, they spoke about the methodology followed for the proposal of the restoration
project of the house, starting by mentioning the actors involved: community,
academy and institutional organizations and associations. As for proposal, they
were based on the Preventive Conservation system (anamnesis, diagnosis, therapy
and control), following a participative process from the preparation and expected to
be maintained to the execution of the project. During a first phase they developed
an historical, anthropological, environmental and architectural approach to the site
and house evidencing the material and immaterial conditions at Casa Hacienda. On
a second phase, as assessment process was carried out together with the
community and establishing the intervention criteria. The last phase consisted of
the proposal design considering as one of the most relevant aspects, the use-value.
During multiple participative assemblies with the communities, it was possible to
identify that tourism and the community participation of artisans was a relevant
feature to be considered for the design. The draft proposal considered maintaining
the housing use for the private part and giving a more public use to the areas to be
donated by the owner to the community. A hosting place, horse houses and art craft
places are included in the co-created design at Casa Hacienda. At the end of the
presentation, a video with the resulting project was displayed.

Figure: Coaching session in Susudel

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
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Workshop

As part of the coaching sessions, community actors together with members from U
Cuenca developed a first workshop to identify advantages and disadvantages of the
process developed for the Casa Hacienda co-created design project and to develop
a summarized flowchart. With this information, U Cuenca team generated possible
training areas to be discussed with the community members during the coaching
sessions.
Participants were divided into three heterogeneous groups to discuss and prioritize
the most urgent needs in which the capacity building areas can be developed during
2020.

Figure: First workshop developed in Susudel prior to the coaching session

Figure: Material created during the first workshop developed in Susudel
Meeting

A meeting in “La Bella de Paris” in Oña was carried out to build up a timeline of the
activities developed in the areas of Susudel and Oña during the last decades. In this
meeting Mr. Jose from the Municipality of Oña contributed to the meeting that
finalised with a graphic timeline. This timeline demonstrated the academic
involvement in activities developed in the areas of Oña and Susudel through time.
The timeline created from scratch shows an intense series of activities promoted
by U Cuenca since 2008 (restoration, maintenance, workshops, studies, color
analysis and proposals, campaigns, amongst others), and previously the Associating
Agreement between Oña and Bierbeek (Belgium). Emerging activities are evident
even from 1979 with visits of stakeholders interested in conserving the heritage
values in Oña.
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Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

Objectives

Participants



Community Tourism was envisaged as a way to manage the communitarian
project of Casa Hacienda in a way that all community members have clear
roles.
 Since Casa Hacienda consists of a public-private project, it is foreseen to train
people on how to deal with topics related to communitarian tourism and
develop a symbolic hands-on activity.
Main objectives are:
 Help the community to develop a self-sustained system for communitarian
tourism
 Promote the creation of a syndicate (communal cooperation entity) for
decision-making
 Train people on how to control tourism and its consequences
 Small practical demonstration through a communal asset (oven) as an example
to be replicated in future experiences
It is foreseen to count with the following groups of participants:
 4 to 5 Municipality authorities: since they can influence, support and promote
the different activities related to community tourism projects in Oña and
Susudel.
 Casa Hacienda private owner is undoubtedly the one who must remain
constant in this process because he is the custodian of the property and who
should be aware of the decisions to be carried out in the project.
 2 to 3 weavers: they promote artisanal productive activities to be exhibited in
the Casa Hacienda Project
 5 to 6 active community members: they have been intensively active and
collaborative in previous UCuenca experiences and can be carriers of installed
capacities.
 2 to 3 young community members: high-school student that can pass on the
knowledge acquired during the capacity building.
 2 students from U Cuenca: involved in the co-creation design of Casa
Hacienda and engaged with the development of the project.
Total group of 15 persons

Planning the capacity building in 2020
List of actions
after
PLAYGROUND





Share infographic ILUCIDARE concepts into a translated Spanish version
Introduce capacity building instructors and their profiles into a dynamic way
prior to the beginning of the sessions
Planning for capacity building is planned as follows:

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output




Report on the methods used during the capacity building session
Hands-on activity to build a common asset to promote touristic activities in
the community
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Intangible
output




Capacities gained to identify potential touristic resources
Awareness raised related to the advantages and disadvantages of tourism
within the community

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Practical



Content-wise






Actors at Susudel might not be interested in participating in the capacity
building because they are committed to their labour activities and business
(brickmakers, farmers)
Accommodation for all participants from outside Susudel
Lack of participants engagement to attend all the days of the capacity building
Not active participation of members of municipality due to multiple
responsibilities
Not easy way to provide similar information to such a varied group of actors

UC - 2.8 El Vado, Ecuador
Practical details
Location

El Vado, Cuenca

Date

Monday December 09, 2019

Figure: Invitation for the coaching session developed in El Vado
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List of
participants

Fausto Cardoso (UCuenca)
Maria Eugenia Siguencia (UCuenca)
Alicia Tenze (UCuenca)
David Jara (UCuenca)
Tatiana Rodas (UCuenca)
Andrea Jara (UCuenca)
Edisson Sinchi (UCuenca)
Victor Caldas (UCuenca)
Andres Cordero Delgado (Municipality GAD Cuenca)
Freddy Buestan (EDEC EP, Municipality institution)
Nidia Vazquez (community, garden owner)
Rosa Sardi (Hogar Miguel Leon)
Paulina Huaraca (Hogar Miguel Leon)
Susana Condo (Hogar Miguel Leon)
Erneso Lovato (Escuela Taller, U Cuenca)
Xavier Guerrero (Tourism Corporation)
Gabriela Torres (INPC)
Aziliz Vandesande (KU Leuven), ILUCIDARE trainer
Koen Van Balen (KU Leuven)

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
Translation to Spanish of the official presentation of the ILUCIDARE coaching
by local hub session modules (D3.7) before the start of the coaching sessions.
team
Presentation of Spanish version to the community by Maria Eugenia Siguencia
(UCuenca). The presentation contained the general information of the ILUCIDARE
project, a list of the consortium members, the conceptualization of heritagedriven innovation as well as the international relations driven innovation, and the
results achieved up-to-now in the research developed by ILUCIDARE. Then, the
following inspiring examples were presented: The little museum of Dublin, the
Kuldīga project and the Brozeit project in Leschatal, Austria. These examples
were selected among the set of cases studied reviewed to establish the state-ofthe-art because of their similarities and possible impact in Cuenca and in specific
in El Vado.
Actors involved in the local project showed interest in the focus of ILUCIDARE
since as an ongoing project, they are motivated to collaborate in local and
international networks.
In the presentation of the local hub it was noticed the knowledge of the project
from all actors, the commitment with the shared research and there is already an
exchange of internal capacities between the different institutions and local
capacities being strengthened. For example, it is known that nuns attend to
agricultural clubs in the institutions involved.
Site visit

In Hogar Miguel Leon (elderly house), Nidia Vazquez House (private case study
areas) and La Chicheria restaurant (organic garden)
Hogar Miguel León
The main observation is the predisposition of the nuns at the house as well as the
commitment of the various institutional actors involved. However, what was also
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evidenced is the lack of mobility for elderly people that cannot directly enjoy the
full experience of the orchard.
Nidia Vazquez House
The particular condition of this house is its private ownership and the smaller
place for orchards compared to Hogar Miguel Leon. However, its potential is the
possibility to link this private space with private gastronomic initiatives. Nidia
demonstrated her knowledge about traditional and medical recipes.
La Chicheria Restaurant
The visit to this restaurant is directly linked to the possibility to integrate an
ongoing private initiative as an important member of a broader network that
intend to present a project on traditional recipes. In this sense, the orchards in
the historic centre can become part of an ongoing activity and further activities
proposed by La Chicheria.

Figure: Site visit to garden at Hogar Miguel León
Presentation
of local
project

Presentation of the project by members from U Cuenca together with all stakeholders
involved in “Huertas de la Buena Vida” project.
The presentation of the local project was really interesting because it was done
not only by one person but simultaneity by all institutions involved in the project.
The contents presented included: project background and case studies review, a
value assessment in El Vado, a quantification of the historic gardens in the area,
the potentialities of the neighbourhood as a touristic attraction, the design image
created for the project, and the pilot proposal for the interventions in the
different gardens taken as case studies in El Vado. In this last point, a historical
and current image of Hogar Miguel Leon was presented showing the importance
and the wretched current state of the main garden. The intervention in this
garden is proposed in three phases, the first one consists of agricultural supplies,
the second includes the creation of a multisensorial tunnel and the last one, the
construction of new sidewalks for the inside routes.
Presentation of project Cuenca sustainable city project by a representative member
from the Municipality of Cuenca.
This presentation contained the New Management Proposal for the Historic
Centre based in six axes: Land-use planning, administrative management,
financing, legal, technological, and methodological planning. The proposal
corresponds to the 2019-2023 planning for the city and is established for the
actual period of government. There is a focus on meeting international
requirement for environmental standards in historic houses. The presentation
approached an explanation of the first four axes.
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Figure: Coaching session in El Vado

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Workshop

As part of the coaching sessions, community actors together with members from
UCuenca developed a first workshop to identify advantages and disadvantages of
the process developed for the “Huertas de la Buena Vida” project and to develop a
summarized flowchart. With this information, UCuenca team generated possible
training areas to be discussed with the community members during the coaching
sessions.
Participants were divided into three heterogeneous groups to discuss and
prioritize the most urgent needs in which the capacity building areas can be
developed during 2020. The technique used in this case was weighted voting for
the selection of the most suitable capacity building area.

Figure: First workshop developed in El Vado prior to the coaching session
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Figure: Material created during the first workshop developed in El Vado prior to the
coaching session
Meeting

A meeting in “La Chicheria” restaurant in Cuenca was carried out to visualise
potential areas of interest in the case of gardens and sustainable economy. A
speech was given by the restaurant´s owner, Tatiana Rodriguez.

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

Objectives



The design of a management plan for “Huertas de la Buena Vida” project from
a circular economy approach to create endogenous and sustainable
capacities not only for the Huertas project, but also for the cultural
enhancement in El Vado. This situation could establish El Vado
neighbourhood as a model practice in the Historical Centre of Cuenca.
Main objectives are:


Participants

Consolidate a more sustainable management of the social and
neighbourhood dynamics, capable of reverting processes that attempt to
improve the habitability conditions in the neighbourhood.
 Potentiate the local market linked to gardens and heritage goods.
 Generate a management system for the gardens project.
The following groups of participants are envisaged:


Local public actors (total of 5 persons): trained in urban development,
agriculture and heritage management.
o Empresa Municipal de Desarrollo Económico (EDEC) (2)
o

Programa de Agricultura Urbana (PAU) (2)

o

Dirección de Áreas Históricas (1)



National public actors (total of 2 persons): trained in heritage conservation
and management
o Instituto Nacional de Patrimonio (INPC) (2)



Private Actors (total of 1 person): professional Chef and businessman
o Restaurant La Caleta owner (1)



Academic actors (total of 5 persons): trained in architecture and heritage
conservation
o Universidad de Cuenca (5)
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Organizations and citizens (total of 6 persons): trained as touristic guides,
architecture but also members of the community with hands-on experience
in gardens creation and maintenance.
o Hogar Miguel León (2)
o Corporación de Guías y Profesionales de Turismo del Austro -Azuay (2)
o Nidia Vázquez (1)
o Ernesto Lovato (1)

Planning the capacity building in 2020



List of actions
after
PLAYGROUND



Share infographic ILUCIDARE concepts into a translated Spanish version
Introduce capacity building instructors and their profiles into a dynamic
way prior to the beginning of the sessions
Planning for capacity building is planned as follows:

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output



Report on the methods used during the capacity building session

Intangible
output




Capacities gained to sustain the results of the gardens projects
Awareness raised related to the advantages of gardens and their potential in
heritage buildings for cultural activities

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Practical



Content-wise





Recognition of the certificate of the capacity building as a valid and
representative document to motivate participants´ attendance
Not active participation of members of municipality due to multiple
responsibilities and permissions needed from their institutions.
Instability of the active members from public sector due to their contract
terms they might not be in the institution for next year.
Not easy way to process similar information to participants due to the
difference of profiles and expertise.
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UC - 2.9 Las Herrerías, Ecuador
Practical details
Location

Las Herrerías, Cuenca

Date

Monday December 09, 2019

Figure: Invitation for the coaching session developed in Las Herrerias
List of
particpants

Fausto Cardoso (UCuenca)
Maria Eugenia Siguencia (UCuenca)
Alicia Tenze (UCuenca)
Andrea Jara (UCuenca)
Victor Caldas (UCuenca)
Javier Coronel (EDEC EP, public institution)
Felipe Manosalvas (Municipality, Historic Areas Department)
Maria Jose Machado (GAD Cuenca, Direction of Culture)
María Augusta Quizhpe (student UCuenca)
Tania Tenen (student UCuenca)
Monica Gonzalez (UCuenca, professor)
Karina Mejia (student UCuenca)
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Maria Elena Jarama (student UCuenca)
Victor Tapia (community member)
Ruth Gallegos (community member)
Bertha Maldonado (community member)
Aziliz Vandesande (KU Leuven), ILUCIDARE Trainer
Koen Van Balen (KU Leuven)

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
by local hub
team

Translation to Spanish of the official presentation of the ILUCIDARE coaching
session modules (D3.7) before the start of the coaching sessions.

Site visit

Las Herrerias Street, interventions done during the maintenance campaigns 2018, in
the public and private areas.

Presentation of Spanish version to the community by Maria Eugenia Siguencia
(UCuenca). The presentation contained the general information of the ILUCIDARE
project, a list of the consortium members, the conceptualization of heritagedriven innovation as well as the international relations driven innovation, and the
results achieved up-to-now in the research developed by ILUCIDARE. Then, the
following inspiring examples were presented: The little museum of Dublin, the
Kuldīga project and the Brozeit project in Leschatal, Austria. These examples
were selected among the set of cases studied reviewed to establish the state-ofthe-art because of their similarities and possible impact in Las Herrerías.





The intervention on the removal and relocation of a streetlight was explained
by a representative of the Electrical Company. This was an important action
to contribute to the circulation of blind people who reunite in a centre
located in Las Herrerias street.
House of Victor Tapia (intervened during the maintenance campaign) was
visited to observe the different levels of interventions achieved during the
maintenance campaign. The most important intervention was the recovery
of the spaces in the attic with the recovery of the two surrounding terraces
(in brick) and the re-use of reed for the ceiling.

Figure: Site Visit to Las Herrias during the coaching session
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Presentation
of local
project

Presentation of the tool used for post-campaign determination of damages in houses
made by Karina Mejia and Maria Elena Jarama, students from UCuenca.
Their presentation was the proposal of a monitoring system created in a more
friendly environment for owners to register the damages and major changes in
the buildings that were intervened during the maintenance campaign. The focus
was on the last step of the Preventive Conservation model, the control. An effort
to design icons for the different type of damages in a less technical and more
visual style was evidenced in this work. An example as how to register these
damages in a three-dimensional way was also shown.

Figure 14: Coaching session developed in Las Herrerias

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Workshop

As part of to the coaching sessions, community actors together with members
from U Cuenca developed a first workshop to identify advantages and
disadvantages of the process developed during the maintenance campaign
project and to develop a summarized flowchart. With this information, U Cuenca
team generated possible training areas to be discussed with the community
members during the coaching sessions.
Participants were divided into three heterogeneous groups to discuss and
prioritize the most urgent needs in which the capacity building areas can be
developed during 2020. The technique used in this case was weighted voting for
the selection of the most suitable capacity building area.
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Figure: Material created during the first workshop developed in Las Herrerias prior
to the coaching session
Meeting

A meeting in “Casa de Chaguarchimbana” in Las Herrerias Street to deliver
brochures of the results achieved during the campaigns to local administrators
involved and community actors.
The first part of the presentation was the release of a brochure with the results of
the Maintenance Campaign developed during 2018 in approximately 22 houses at
Las Herrerias. In this presentation many institutional representatives attended
and gave and explanation during the site visit. The second part was merely the
work with community members; however, their attendance was very low. Few
neighbours were actually part of the workshop developed in the last part.

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision
Objectives



Strengthening of traditional networks and organizations related to
blacksmiths, as a representative traditional activity in the neighbourhood
Main objectives are:


Participants

Promote the development of organized institutions with a proper identity in
Las Herrerias
 Through examples of creative industries, show the potential in the area
It is foreseen to count with the following groups of participants:


Local public actors (total of 2 persons): trained in heritage management.
o Direccion de Cultura (1)
o

Dirección de Áreas Históricas (1)



National public actors (total of 1 persons): trained in heritage conservation
and management
o Instituto Nacional de Patrimonio (INPC) (1)



Academic actors (total of 4 persons): trained in architecture and heritage
conservation
o Professors from Universidad de Cuenca (2)
o



Students from Universidad de Cuenca (2)

Organizations and citizens (total of 10 persons): experienced as blacksmith
and household activities
o President of the neighbourhood (1)
o

Well-known blacksmith from Cuenca (1)

o

Blacksmith from Las Herrerias Street (3)

o

Neighbours (5)

Total group of 17 persons

Planning the capacity building in 2020
List of actions
after
PLAYGROUND





Share infographic ILUCIDARE concepts into a translated Spanish version
Introduce capacity building instructors and their profiles into a dynamic
way prior to the beginning of the sessions
Planning for capacity building is planned as follows:
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Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output




Intangible
output




Report on the methods used during the capacity building session
Hands-on activity to do a demonstration together with the participants
guided by local blacksmiths
Capacities gained to identify potential resources based on the activities in
Las Herrerias
Enhancement of organization and communication at local level

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Practical



Content-wise





Community members present internal conflicts apparently due to the
perceived preference given to certain houses during the maintenance
campaign, so the situation can create resistance to develop the capacity
building
Lack of participants engagement to attend all the days of the capacity
building due to their works and activities
Not active participation of members of municipality due to multiple
responsibilities
Lack of trust due to previous experiences and some dissatisfied neighbours

WMF - 2.10 Cairo, Egypt
Practical details
Location

Historic Cairo, Takiyyat Ibrahim al-Gulshani

Date

14 - 17 January 2020

List
of Jeff Allen (WMF)
particpants
Pablo Longoria (WMF)
Heba Hosny (WMF)
Abeer Sa’ad El-Deen (WMF)
Amira Soliman
Alaa Al Habashi
Aziliz Vandesande (KU Leuven, ILUCIDARE trainer)

Overview and description of local heritage assets and resources
Presentation
Meetings with Ministry of Antiquities head of department: Mr. Mahmoud Abdelby local hub Baset. Visit to Ministry of Antiquities, Inspectorate office of South Cairo. Met Dr.
team
Hayam Mohamed, head of documentation department where ILUCIDARE is
presented. Ministry of Antiquities agrees on collaborating with this Capacity
building project.
The objectives of the Coaching Session were:
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Site visit

To learn first-hand about the real needs from professionals from the
Ministry of Antiquities and professionals related to conservation and
restoration.
 To meet with Ministry of Antiquities (MoA) to engage them on our capacity
building project. To get their approval and find out the exact needs for the
training course, especially for the tile conservation course, which seemed
to be the area where the MOA is more interested.
 To learn about the urban context and study how the restoration of a single
monument can affect positively the regeneration of historical city. For this
reason we visited the Bayt Yakan, a private initiative led by Dr Alaa El
Habashi in the old quarters of Cairo.
During the coaching session, the ILUCIDARE team led by the World Monuments
Fund embarked in an inspirational visit around historic Cairo to understand tile
work in the city and capture its urban dynamics.
Meetings and sites visits were held with the Ministry of Antiquities and Tourism
to define possible collaboration as well as the American University in Cairo, the
Al-Azhar University, local experts and professionals.
January 14
Mausoleum and its surrounding neighbourhood, studying its pathologies and
urban issues
Ministry of Antiquities (Historic Cairo Department at the Citadel) to introduce
ILUCIDARE to the head of department: Mr. Mahmoud Abdel-Baset
Citadel and entered Mohamed Ali Mosque & Al-Naser Mosque

Figure: the ILUCIDARE team in the Takiyyat building (from left to right): Pablo
Longoria (WMF), Abeer Saad Eldeen (WMF), Aziliz Vandesande (KU Leuven –
ILUCIDARE scientific coordinator), Amira Soufiman (WMF) and Jeff Allen (WMF).
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Takiyyat Ibrahim al-Gulshani for a meeting with :


Alya Sabry an architect doing social studies through meetings and survey
with local community. (TAGU consultant)



Dr.Mostafa Maher (conservator, specialized in wood conservation, TAGU
Consultant)



Meeting with local WMF team

January 15
Ministry of Antiquities, Inspectorate office of South Cairo for a meeting with Dr.
Hayam Mohamed, head of documentation department and she is the one who
worked on the ceramic tiles documentation of four monuments that we have
visited two of them (Alty Barmaq and Blue mosque).
Sabil al-Sultan Mahmoud which is part of the Takiyyat al-Sultan Mahmoud building
where the inspectorate office
Al-Helmeya and Al-Darb Al-Ahmar
Alty Barmaq Mosque
Meeting with Dr. Alaa El-Habashi at his family initiative Bayt Yakan
Meeting with Dina Bakhoum at Mosque of Aqsunqur (Blue Mosque)
Aslam al Salehdar Mosque
January 16
Bayt al-Sennari for a meeting with Dr. Ahmed Sedky (Architect)
Sabil al-Sultan Mostafa
Wasat Al Qahera

Structured report on the coaching team and learning hub team interactions
Workshop

As part of the Coaching sessions, several workshops took place with different
stakeholders to establish the needs which should be addressed during the 2
Capacity buildings:
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WMF local team explained the need to bring proper methodological
approach to restoration



Heba Hosny explains the documentation work carried out so far at the
Complex, as well as the pathologies detected



Alya Sabry an architect doing social studies through meetings explains the
surveys bein carried out with local community.



Alaa El Habashi explained the singularities of Historic Cairo as well as his
approach at Bayt Yakan to restore an old palace and regenerate the city
through his initiative

Findings for the capacity building in 2020
Vision

To showcase innovative visions as well as methodological approach and
techniques regarding specialized conservation and restoration issues. To
explore how European success stories ban be applied in a historic quarter in Cairo
on the urban context.

Objectives

The Takiyyat Ibrahim al-Gulshani complex lies in various states of ruin, victim of
financial limitations, earthquakes, looting, and changing religious administrative
structures. As such, it was was part of the 2018 WMF Watch. One of the major
issues, similar to other sites in Cairo, is the looting of valuable tiles.
The first ILUCIDARE capacity building entails a 6-day training to define a future
restoration strategy for the mausoleum at the heart of the Takiyyat Ibrahim alGulshani site. It will particularly focus on:


Tile restoration: what can we keep, what can we replace without losing
authenticity? Do we go for the reproduction of the tiles which are lost,
based on what design and are they distinguishable from those which are
still there?



Plaster and wood restoration: they are the main materials of the
mausoleum but technical knowledge on how to best restore them is still
lacking.



Involving local and European experts, restoration company owners and
different levels of administration, the capacity building will be a collective
endeavour to define the future restoration strategy of the mausoleum.
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The second capacity building will take a broader view to heritage restoration,
considering the urban dimension in the future management / adaptive re-use
strategy of Takiyyat Ibrahim al-Gulshani. We will look at historic preservation as
a horizontal challenge of urban management, avoiding isolating heritage areas
from the rest of the city. This session will place Takiyyat Ibrahim al-Gulshani in its
larger urban context and highlight the importance of vibrant community
engagement and local stewardship in the sustainable preservation of heritage
sites. This will be the opportunity to bring in joint EU-local expertise in the topic
and to embed ILUCIDARE activities in the Cairo urban fabric.
Participants

CAPACITY BUILDING 1 - APPROACHING TAKIYYAT IBRAHIM AL GUSHANI´S
RESTORATION
This coaching session is aimed to members of the Ministry of Antiquities,
professionals and post-doctoral students. The coaching session will take place
in 4 days and its aim is to contribute specialized knowledge on restoration related
issues using TG as a practical case study.
CAPACITY BUILDING 2 - THE MONUMENT ON ITS URBAN CONTEXT
Aimed to urban planning professionals and students and City and Government
representatives.

Planning the capacity building in 2020
List of actions Visit to the World Urban Forum (WUF10) in Abu Dhabi where Aziliz Vandersande
after
presented ILUCIDARE and Alaa el Habashi presented the urban context of the
PLAYGROUND Takiyatt of Al Gushani
General coordination with experts and stakeholders
Contact with International stakeholders (UN, ICCROM) and national institutions
(Cairo Governorate, Ministry of Local Affairs)

Expected output of capacity building in 2020
Tangible
output

Reports, guidelines, Effective implementation of learnings.

Intangible
output

Capacities gained, awareness raised, Rise neighbours’ awareness towards city
regeneration.
Implicate authorities and civil society on joint effort to regenerate a
neighbourhood.

Risk identified for capacity building in 2020
Content-wise

Lack of participants engagement to attend all the days of the capacity building
due to their works and activities.
No active participation of members of municipality due to multiple
responsibilities.
Lack of trust due to previous experiences and some dissatisfied neighbours.
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WMF - 2.11 Santander, Spain
Practical details
Location

Santander, Spain

Date

23-25 July 2020

General
descritption

As a result of COVID Pandemic, the Coaching Session for the Santander capacity
Building on landscape and depopulation in rural areas which was scheduled to
happen on May has been postponed to July.
This gives ILUCIDARE the opportunity to participate and co-organise the
Coaching Session in Universidad Internacional Menendez Pelayo along with
Asociacion Plaza Porticada and with the collaboration of Fundacion Botin.
The Coaching Session will involve European experts along with two other H2020
funded projects which relate to Rural Communities: RURITAGE, which turns rural
areas into laboratories to demonstrate Cultural and Natural Heritage as an engine
of regeneration, and CLIC, covering Circular Economy, and using the successful
experiences carried out in Cantabria by Fundacion Botin on the Nansa and
Valderredible valleys as one of this case studies.
The participants of the Coaching Session will review successful European case
studies on Rural management related to Cultural Heritage which will then be
synthesized and applied on a future capacity building Seminar in 2021 where we
will recommend Good European practice to third countries.
Based on the Nansa Valley experience several key elements on Rural
regeneration will be introduced into the Course for debate: Rural Territories must
have a different methodology to urban the methodological approach and organize
the coaching session on 6 topics:
1. Local participation: promote entrepreneurship and empower local habitants
2. Complicity with local and regional authorities
3. Privilege economic development
4. Invest in Heritage value as a way to promote economic development
5. Improve education
6. Value territory through its cultural heritage dimension: what Ballester calls the
intelligence of the Territory.
The debate will incorporate RURITAGE and CLIC learnings : RURITAGE has
initiated six Systemic Innovation Areas (SIAs), as frameworks to identify unique
heritage potential within rural communities: Pilgrimage, Resilience, Sustainable
Local Food Production, Integrated Landscape Management, Migration and Art
and Festivals. All these experiences will be synthetized and elaborated into 2021
Capacity Building applied to third countries.
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2. CONCLUSIONS
ILUCIDARE is validating the results of ongoing evidence-based research on heritage-led innovation
and international relations during different Coaching Sessions in South-America, Sub-Saharan
Africa, North Africa, Middle-East and the Western Balkans. The objective of this document is to report
on and describe the different coaching sessions organised within ILUCIDARE.
These Coaching Sessions were conceived in the first place as a preparation for the ILUCIDARE
Capacity Buildings which will start in March 2020. In addition, they allowed the consortium to present
the preliminary ILUCIDARE results in different locations around to the world. This was helpful in
validating whether the current format and content of the ILUCIDARE Training Modules (D3.7) is
suitable to convey the project’s core message on heritage-led innovation and international relation
building and inspire stakeholders to start creating heritage-led methods and strategies. The aim of
using these ILUCIDARE Training Modules during the Coaching Sessions was to spark new ideas on
how to (re-)use, manage and preserve local heritage assets in the future.
A crucial observation that came to the fore in the Coaching Sessions, was the indispensable nature
of ILUCIDARE’s partners tacit knowledge of local traditions and working culture. Additionally, it
became clear how every partner’s own specificities and focus areas significantly influenced the
conception, initiation and development of heritage-led innovation and international relation projects
as well as their impact. The implications of long-standing experience working in the locations where
ILUCIDARE is active, will be reflected in the final ILUCIDARE handbook.
For instance, the University of Cuenca, an academic partner with experience in community projects in
Ecuador, focuses on a strong preparation stage and dialogue with the communities in which the
ILUCIDARE Capacity Buildings will take place.
Cultural Heritage without Borders Kosovo has a strong foot in the heritage sector in the Balkans and
endorses the potential of taking part in local Capacity Buildings as an organisation, which will
undoubtedly benefit the sustainability of actions on the field.
Finally, World Monuments Fund with its a long-standing expertise in conducting capacity building
actions with their experts in Sub-Saharan Africa, North Africa and the Middle-East, welcomes the
ILUCIDARE activities to generate another look at certain challenges, to make linkages to new
networks of EU heritage expertise and to codify their tacit knowledge.
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